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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Recent  advances  in  quantitative  imaging  allow  unprecedented  views  into  cellular  chemistry  of  whole
organisms  in  vivo.  These  novel  imaging  modalities  enable  the  quantitative  investigation  of  spatio-
temporal  reaction  and  transport  phenomena  in  the living  animal  or  the  human  body.  This  article  will
highlight  the  significant  role  that  rigorous  systems  engineering  methods  can  play  for  interpreting  the
wealth  of  in  vivo  measurements.  A  methodology  to integrate  medical  imaging  modalities  with  rigorous
computational  fluid  dynamics  entitled  image-based  computational  fluid  dynamics  (iCFD)  will be intro-
duced.  The  quantitative  analysis  of biological  systems  with  rigorous  mathematical  methods  is expected
to  accelerate  the  introduction  of novel  drugs  by  providing  a rational  foundation  for  the  systematic  devel-
opment  of new  medical  therapies.  Rigorous  engineering  methods  not  only  advance  biomedical  research,
but  also  aid  the  translation  of laboratory  research  results  into  the  bedside  practice.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Motivation

Recent scientific discoveries have advanced systems biology –
a new research field at the interface of biochemistry, molecular
biology, and genetics at the cellular level (Bailey, 2001; Doyle &
Stelling, 2006; Westerhoff & Palsson, 2004). The engineering com-
munity has so far paid less attention to revolutionary developments
in medical imaging that capture the biological processes for an entire
organism. During the past decades, new quantitative medical imag-
ing techniques have opened a window to the detailed anatomy as
well as quantified the biochemical and physical transport phenom-
ena inside living organisms. Medical imaging techniques can today
measure key metabolic functions in vivo in three spatial dimen-
sions and as functions of time such as oxygen consumption in
organ tissues, expressions of proteins, amount and species con-
centration inside single cells, specialized cell clusters or entire
organs. Also, blood flow or dispersion of tracer molecules can

Abbreviations: CED, Convection-enhanced delivery; CSF, Cerebrospinal fluid;
CNS,  Central nervous system; CT, Computed tomography; DTI, Diffusion tensor
imaging; iCFD, Image-based Computational fluid dynamics; F-dopa, 3,4-Dihydroxy-
6-fluoro-DL-phenylananine Monohydrate; MRI, Magnetic resonance imaging; NGF,
Nerve growth factor; PET, Positron emission tomography.
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be tracked non-invasively. These new medical imaging techniques
offer unprecedented observations about the physical and biochem-
ical functions in the living organism.

Specifically, medical images provide detailed anatomical infor-
mation about the geometric shape of cells, tissues, and organs up
to the entire organism. In addition, quantitative imaging renders
precise measurements such as drug concentrations, fluid flows or
drug bioaccumulations. Anatomical and quantitative information
provided by medical imaging allows the creation of computer mod-
els that capture faithfully the anatomical complexity of biological
systems as well as their biochemical and transport mechanisms.
The integration and interpretation of medical imaging data with
rigorous computational fluid dynamics analysis is the object of the
image-based computational fluid dynamics (iCFD). The iCFD process
allows modeling patient-specific geometry and biochemical kinet-
ics.

The wealth of novel information acquired by medical imaging
enables the systematic identification of the fundamental reaction
and transport phenomena as well as the precise determination
of their model parameters such as rate laws, reaction or binding
constants or diffusion coefficients. Medical images provide pre-
cisely the data needed to establish mathematical models with
methods already developed by the chemical systems engineer-
ing community for studying chemical process systems. These first
principles models enforce rigorous mass, species and momen-
tum balances and incorporate constitutive relations for drug
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dispersion and action in the biological system. Accordingly, organs
and their interaction are treated similar to reactors and separa-
tors in a chemical plant. Well-established systems engineering
methods for flowsheet analysis, design and optimization are also
suitable for unraveling pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynam-
ics of new drugs. The integration of medical images into complex
systems analysis will accelerate the introduction of new drugs,
deepen the understanding about diseases and possible remedies,
and more readily transfer scientific knowledge between disciplines
engaged in biomedical research. System engineering may  also offer
the toolset and methodologies needed to achieve transformative
changes to designing and optimizing novel therapies for individ-
ual patients (Kulkarni, Larson & Linninger, 2008; Bogle et al., 2009;
Dua & Pistikopoulos, 2005). Systems methods are the key for imple-
menting personalized medicine.

To better put into perspective current trends for the intro-
duction of systems engineering methods into biomedicine, this
paper will first highlight recent developments in quantitative med-
ical imaging. Systems engineering will play a substantial role in
closing the wide gap between fundamental research and transla-
tional clinical applications. These possibilities will be illustrated by
describing examples drawn from interdisciplinary research collab-
orations over the past decade.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief overview
of novel quantitative imaging modalities is presented. Section 3
introduces iCFD as process to seamlessly integrate patient-specific
imaging with rigorous engineering analysis. Section 4 demon-
strates biomedical case studies highlighting new methods and
processes in which systems engineering methods played an essen-
tial role in advancing fundamental knowledge about the human
brain. The discussion in Section 5 summarizes key areas of systems
approaches in biomedical engineering and offers our perspective
on future educational and research needs. The paper closes with
conclusions and an outlook to future research.

2. Overview imaging

The revolution in medical imaging began with computed
tomography (CT) scanning. For the first time high resolution three-
dimensional information became available and this knowledge has
transformed medical diagnosis and treatment. Physicians could not
only see the location of pathology – a tumor for example – but
also observe its relationship with other internal structures and its
precise location for biopsy, removal, or radiation treatment. Fur-
thermore, the pathological condition could be followed over time
to help determine the efficacy of medical treatments.

MRI  technology has expanded these capabilities – without the
need for X-rays – by increasing the sensitivity for soft tissues (Tofts,
2003). A variety of pulse sequences can be used to emphasize dif-
ferent tissue properties such as gray matter and white matter in the
brain. Timed examinations can be performed to measure blood flow
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pulsations. All these types of images
provide three-dimensional, patient-specific information. The capa-
bilities of MRI  scanning have been expanded to display the complex
architecture of entire organs like the brain. Anisotropic and hetero-
geneous soft tissue properties like molecular diffusivity, hydraulic
and electric conductivity can be correlated to in vivo MRI  Diffusion
Tensor imaging (DTI) measurements. Tensor fields measured with
DTI for specific patients can be drawn to account for more soft tissue
models needed in bio-transport calculations.

3. Image-based computational fluid dynamics (iCFD)

Before modern imaging techniques became widely available,
biological systems analysis was hampered by their complex

anatomical shape. Early engineering models of biological systems
were constructed with simplified geometries of idealized shapes.
For more realistic modeling of flow and reaction phenomena, image
reconstruction of patient-specific medical image data helps create
computational models that precisely matches anatomical dimen-
sions and shapes. The procedure of converting medical image
data into realistic computational representations that preserve
anatomical and physiological detail is termed geometric image
reconstruction. The accurate mapping between biological and com-
putational domain is also crucial for validating simulations with
experimental data. It is a prerequisite for realistic computer simu-
lations in an emerging field known as image-based Computational
Fluid Dynamics (iCFD).

Geometric image reconstruction involves the assembly of three-
dimensional imaging data into computational meshes usually
unstructured grids. Computational surface meshes delineate system
boundaries like an organ or the contrast between different tissue
types like fluid-filled spaces versus soft tissues. Geometric image
reconstruction also involves smoothing, contrast enhancement and
automatic edge detection. The computational surface meshes are
further divided into a finite number of volumes, typically tetra-
hedrons. Grid generation algorithms perform mesh regularization
to optimally divide the domain into finite balance envelopes with
suitable aspect ratios to form a volumetric mesh. Advanced semi-
automated meshing software can be employed for rapid generation
of multi-block structured or unstructured volume meshes. A sam-
ple of reconstructed CSF filled spaces in the brain and the effect of
surface smoothing are displayed in Fig. 1.

A great aide in converting pixilated imaging data into physio-
logically consistent surfaces and domains is offered by automatic
image reconstruction software. Several free tools available for
spatial image reconstruction such as ImageJ, ITK-Snap, and VTK
substantially accelerate the generation of computational maps
(Ibanez et al., 2003; Schroeder et al., 2006). Commercial tools
such as Mimics (Materialise Inc., 2011) have excellent features for
contrast enhancement, automatic boundary detection and surface
smoothing. A list of software for iCFD is listed in Table 1. Most soft-
ware tools provide several file output formats for reconstructed
surface or volume meshes. These file export formats are essential
for importing reconstructed meshes obtained from imaging data
into state-of-the-art CFD software such as ANSYS Fluent (ANSYS,
2011) or Adina (ADINA, 2010).

The next section will demonstrate iCFD capabilities for design-
ing novel therapies. To illustrate the current capabilities of systems
approaches in biomedical engineering, two  case studies will be
provided. These examples also emphasize the need for interdisci-
plinary cooperation. An overview of active research areas in which
chemical systems engineers may  play a critical role will be given in
Section 5.

4. Case studies

4.1. Rigorous prediction of drug transport in the brain

The first case study illustrates the rational design of novel
drug administration therapies based on patient-specific medical
imaging information. Rather than optimizing infusion parameters
by expensive trial-and-error, iCFD allows to accurately predict
expected drug dispersion in silico. Optimal infusion parameters can
be found with fast and inexpensive computer simulations; only
the best design solutions need to be verified with a few validation
experiments.

Convection-enhanced delivery (CED) is an invasive drug admin-
istration technique in which drugs are infused directly into the
brain via a catheter. It is used to overcome the blood–brain-barrier,PREVIE
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